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TEC580 XPC3® CERAMIC COATING
TEC580 Ceramic Coating is the purest form of surface protection you can apply to your vehicle. Coatings form chemical bonds to the applied substrate, which become both
chemically and wear resistant. These chemical bonds are
hard to break once cured and give outstanding performance
characteristics. The liquid ceramic coating will provide years
of protection against all types of environmental attacks.
The ceramic resin acts like an additional layer of clear coat
which gives increased depth of gloss and enhanced color.
Ceramic coating creates an almost non-stick layer which
reduces the adhesion of dirt, grime and bugs. The cured ceramic coating is extremely hydrophobic, chemical & scratch
resistant.

TEC581 XPC3® CERAMIC POLISH

TEC581 Ceramic Polish is the first polish to contain ceramic
surface material. The polish can be used as a standalone or
as an excellent choice for preparing any vehicle’s surface
for TEC580 or TEC582 application. Ceramic polish contains
fine milled polishing agents to give a consistent cut throughout the buffing cycle, while ceramic material is deposited
into the pores of the clear coat. This is perfect for light cutting of new & used vehicles. The ceramic material deposited acts as a base layer for additional ceramic application,
either liquid or spray. The base layer works synergistically
with either the liquid or spray, so there is no need to have an
additional prep step prior to additional ceramic application.
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TEC582 XPC3® CERAMIC DETAIL SPRAY
TEC582 Ceramic Detail Spray is one of the easiest ways to get ceramic protection. The product
can be used as a standalone, with the Ceramic
One Step Polish to aide in removal, or as a Ceramic Coating booster. TEC582 delivers exceptional gloss and slickness to the treated surfaces, along with unparalleled surface protection
this can also be used over & over making it a
must for express detailing. The product can be
used on both wet and dry vehicles. The formula
is highly substantive so only a few sprays per
panel is needed for adequate coverage. The versatile product can be used on all exterior surfaces, including glass, plastic trim, chrome, moldings,
and wheels.
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TEC1605 EVO-21 RO/DA POLISHER
This buffer is packed with value for a fraction of the
price. This is our import model priced 35% less than
its European counterpart. Lightweight, easy-to-use,
ideal for the novice or the experienced. Speed Dial:
6 Speed | No Load Speed: 1700-4200 RPM | Input
Power: 500-1200 Watts | Orbit: 21 Millimeters | Cord:
15 Foot with Cord Keeper | Weight: 7.4 lbs. | 6 Inch
Hook & Loop Backing Plate | Wrench for Backing
Plate | Allen Wrench for Handle | User’s Manual |
Extra Set Carbon Brushes | 1 Year Manufacturer’s
Warranty

TEC1545 XPC3® STEP 1 LEVEL PAD
6.5” pad designed specifically for use with TEC545 Step 1
Level within the XPC3® Xtreme Paint Correction System.
Featuring 1/2” foam & 1/2” micro wool. The foam acts as a
flexible cushion to reduce heat, while the micro wool creates minimal lint & splatter.

TEC1546 XPC3® STEP 2 POLISH PAD
6.5” pad designed specifically for use with TEC546 Step 2
Polish within the XPC3® Xtreme Paint Correction System.
Featuring 1/2” foam & 1/4” microfiber. Utilizes firm air cooling
foam with circular knitted microfiber. Extreme polishing action to eliminate swirls.
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